12	ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.
!	tal for the course of the reaction; for in the majority of cases
•	j	it is a case of processes vying with one another, the reaction
1 [	velocities of which determine the preponderance, and hence
ii	the result, of the one or the other process.
•	i	The last remark, that competitive reactions occur almost
1                always, needs a brief explanation.    One reaction possibility
, •	is electrolytically always present—the liberation of the ions
in a molecular state on the electrode.   This liberation is a
!	reaction which must not be confounded with the discharge
j	which precedes it.   The discharge takes place in accordance
I	with Faraday's law, and since the discharged ions—they are
!	'   either atoms orci unsaturated " groups formed by dissociation—
|	cannot exist, they react with a certain but unknown velocity.
'	They thus combine to form molecules or complexes, and the
j	stable end-products are liberated in conformity with Faraday's
j	law, the quantity separated being proportional to the discharge.
1	But if a depolarizer is present, the discharged ions have the
i	opportunity to react- with it instead of being set free.   The
1         .        depolarization reaction also takes place with a certain velocity.
I	The two velocities,  however,  are decisive for the partitive
»!	ratio between an ionic liberation and a reaction with the depo-
\	larizer.   Herein lies the importance of reaction velocities in
j	electrolytic processes.
j	The question follows: How can we regulate ad libitum these
j	velocities, i.e. usually make the reaction with the depolarizer
t	the most predominating one?   Apparently this is only possible
\	within the bounds set by the chemical nature of the active
•t	molecules—by a shifting of concentrations  in the reaction
\	space, which can be regulated on the one hand by the variation
|	in the quantity of the depolarizer, and on the other hand by
I	the concentration of the discharged ions and the size of the
;    -	reaction space,  i.e.   the electrode surface.   The  velocity  of
*»/
I I	liberation is also increased by increasing the current strength,
upon which the prevailing concentration of the discharged
ions in the unit of time depends, likewise by decreasing the
electrode surface, which has the same effect as the increase
in concentration. It will therefore be the experimental problem

